ABSTRACT A novel de-noising method based on the compressive sensing reconstruction algorithm is proposed in this paper, which is used to solve the problem that the fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensing signal is easily affected by environment interference. By analyzing the characteristics of the FBG signal in the sparse domain, we calculated the sparsity of the FBG signal through the exponential fitting method. Considering the complexity of the traditional algorithm, we proposed a reasonable threshold for selecting multi-atom to reduce the run time of the reconstruction algorithm. In addition, we designed the elimination strategy and double termination conditions to improve the precision of the reconstructed signal. The experiment results show that the maximum reconstructed signal-to-noise ratio of our method is 49.2 dB, with a relative error of 0.0034∼0.0074. The run time of the proposed algorithm is much lower than the same-type algorithms. The reconstruction precision is far beyond the wavelet threshold de-noising and empirical mode decomposition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors have been widely used to measure strain and temperature for their demonstrated significant advantages such as small size, light weight, strong corrosion resistance and anti-electromagnetic interference [1] , [2] . It has applied in diverse field such as aerospace, construction, bridges, power system and perimeter security [3] , [4] . However, the FBG sensing system is affected easily to the harsh environment, which makes FBG reflective spectrum contain a lot of noise [5] . In the practical application of FBG sensors, the environment is often complicated and FBG sensors are expose to the wind and rain for long time. On the one hand, the irrelevant vibration will make FBG spectrum unsmooth, and even there are many burrs on the spectrum. On the other hand, the photoelectric conversion system of the optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) may degrade performance during long-time service, which will produce systematic noise.
The peak detection precision is a key factor that determines the FBG measurement [6] . The noise may influence demodulation precision and degrade performance of FBG sensor system, because the peak of the noisy FBG signal is not smooth, which will lead to large error in peak detection. Therefore, it is necessary to filter the noise from FBG signal acquired by OSA.
Wavelet threshold de-noising [7] , [8] and empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [9] are two common de-noising methods. For the former, the hard, soft and compromise threshold are usually used to process noisy signal. The hard threshold is a constant to directly filter unexpected wavelet coefficients. The soft threshold is a function that can deal with wavelet coefficients flexibly so that de-noising signal become smooth. The compromise threshold has advantages of the above two threshold. But if the threshold or the threshold function are not reasonable, de-nosing effect will be not significant [10] . For the latter, the EMD algorithm decomposes the signal into multiple components called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). However, in the process of decomposition, the mode mixing problems and difference of selecting the effective components have influence on de-noising performance [11] . In addition, in the practical application of FBG sensors, the FBG reflective signal loss, caused by the limitation of the equipment such as aging of light source or OSA, may further decrease the demodulation accuracy. The de-noising effect of the above two methods is poor.
In recent years, compressive sensing (CS) theory proposed by D. Donoho, E. Candes and Chinese scientist Tao, has been used to process sparse signals [12] . CS theory is mainly applied in the fields of optical imaging, image processing and wireless communication [13] , [14] . It indicates that the signal can be sampled far below Nyquist sampling rate, and the original signal can be precisely recovered through reconstruction algorithm [15] . At the same time, it is a novel de-nosing method to process sparse or compressible noisy signal. When the signal containing noise is compressed, the projection of the noise in the sparse domain almost approaches zero. Since there is a great difference in the sparsity between useful signal and noise, the useful signal can be recovered by employing the reconstruction algorithm, but noise cannot [16] . Therefore, CS theory can be used to process the sparse signal containing noise.
CS theory involves three important aspects: the sparsity K , the observation matrix and the reconstruction algorithm [15] . The sparsity is the precondition of CS theory and determines the precision of reconstructed signal. The second is used for signal resample, and the last is the core issue of denoising. At present, the most common reconstruction algorithms include matching pursuit (MP) algorithm [17] and orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [18] . However, these algorithms take known signal sparsity as the termination condition, which lead to some problems such as poor adaptability, high time complexity and poor reconstruction precision. Kulkarni and Mohsenin [19] proposed a TTOMP algorithm to reduce the time of calculating the correlation coefficients, however it cannot still cut down the number of iterations. Chen et al. [20] designed a gtOMP algorithm to select a constant number of atoms in each iteration, where the atom means column vectors in sensing matrix of CS theory. Nevertheless, it cannot effectively distinguish the pros and cons of the atoms.
To solve the above problems, an improved threshold backtrace orthogonal matching pursuit (ITBOMP) algorithm is proposed to process FBG signal containing noise. Firstly, we use exponential fitting method to precisely calculate the sparsity of the FBG signal. Then we set a reasonable threshold to reduce the run time of our algorithm. Next, we propose the principle of backtrace and double termination conditions to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the noisy FBG signal. Finally, an experimental platform based on equalstrength cantilever which is produced by the lasted 3D printing technology is established to verify the effectiveness of our method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In section II, we analyze the model of compressive sensing. In section III, we discuss ITBOMP algorithm in detail from four progressive processes. In section IV, we present the experimental design and the results analysis of different algorithms. In section IV, we conclude our study.
II. MODEL OF COMPRESSIVE SENSING
For a noise-free N -dimension signal x ∈ R N , it can be linearly expressed in a group of sparse vectors as
where 
where A = (A ∈ R M ×N ) is a sensing matrix of the CS system, which can also be called dictionary matrix. The column vectors in A are called atoms. Thus, Eq. (2) implements that the N -dimension original signal x is compressed into M -dimension short signal y.
Candes and Tao [21] shows that when the observation matrix meets the restricted isometry property (RIP), the compressed original signal x can be recovered with high probability by the reconstruction algorithm. And RIP is defined as
where δ ∈ (0, 1) denotes constraint isometric constant, · 2 represents the l 2 norm of the vector. Reconstructing the highdimension signal x from the low-dimension signal y involves the problem of underdetermined equations, which is also called the signal reconstruction process. When x is sparse, underdetermined equations can be solved, which means x can be reconstructed. But it cannot be solved when x is not sparse. For a signal containing noise x w ∈ R N , it is defined as
where x ∈ R N is uncontaminated signal and w ∈ R N is white Gaussian noise. According to CS model, the signal x w can be projected into a low-dimension space, then the measurements y ∈ R M can be expressed as
According to Eq. (5), we can get
where x and w represent the coefficient vector in sensing matrix of the uncontaminated signal and the noise signal, VOLUME 6, 2018 respectively. Reference [16] shows that noise signal is not sparse or compressible, which means that the sparsity K w of the noise approaches the number of samples N . On the one hand, if the useful signal is sparse, its sparsity K x is far less than that of the noise, which means K x k w ≤ N . The CS theory shows that the useful signal can be recovered but the noise cannot during signal reconstruction. On the other hand, the projection of a part of noise in sparse domain is zero. Therefore, CS theory can be used to improve the SNR of the noisy FBG signal.
To describe the sparse degree of the signal, we must determine whether the FBG signal is sparse and calculate the sparsity K before the process the signal containing noise.
III. THE SPARSITY AND RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
We analyzed the characteristics of the FBG sensing signal and calculated its sparsity in the sparse domain. The sparsity will be used to reconstruct the original signal. To solve the problems that traditional reconstruction algorithms have high time complexity and low precision, we proposed an improved threshold backtrace orthogonal matching pursuit (ITBOMP) algorithm. The following subsection provides an in-depth explanation of our method.
A. FBG SENSING SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
The FBG reflective spectrum are primarily dependent on the period and the effective refractive index of FBG. Reflected light central wavelength λ B meets the Bragg scattering equation and is defined as
where λ B , and n eff denote the central wavelength, period and effective refractive index of the FBG, respectively [2] . The principle of FBG sensing system is shown in Fig.1 . Fig.1(a) is schematic diagram of the sensing system, and FBG sensor is pasted on the equal-strength beam. Broadband signal (shown in Fig.1(b) ) from an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) light source was injected into the fiber through a 3-port circulator, and the reflected spectrum (shown as solid line in Fig.1(c) ) from the FBG was observed and monitored through the optical spectrum analyzer. When the end of the beam is subjected to stress, the central wavelength of FBG will be drifting (shown as dotted line in Fig.1(c) ). The relationship between variation of the central wavelength and stress is defined as
where λ represents the central wavelength drift of FBG, p e is the elasto-optical coefficient of fiber, and ε is the strain value of FBG. The known sparsity is the precondition of CS theory, but we cannot directly obtain the sparsity from the FBG spectrum. To analyze whether the FBG signal is sparse, this paper proposes a precise method to calculate the sparsity.
B. CALCULATION OF SPARSITY
In the process of compressing FBG signal, we select the Fourier orthogonal basis as the sparse matrix of the signal. According to Eq. (1), coefficient vector is complex vector, and so we can let
where p i and jq i represent pure real part and pure imaginary part, respectively. The symbol j indicates that q i is an imaginary number. Because FBG reflective light signal is a real signal, we can obtain
Eq. (10) decomposes the FBG signal into real parts and imaginary parts in the domain. The greater the absolute value of the real part is, the more information it carries of the original signal. The sum of all imaginary parts is zero, which indicates that it has no effect on the reconstruction of the original signal. If the sparsity is calculated directly by modulus of a complex number, it happens that the estimation of sparsity is inaccurate. Because the modulus calculated by a complex number is very great when the imaginary part is too large and the real part is too small, which results in the inaccuracy of the sparsity.
Therefore, we only select the real parts of the coefficient vector and sort its absolute value from big to small, as shown in Fig.2 . The dimension of is equal to the number of samples of FBG signal which is N = 1001. In order to visually view, we fit the first 100 elements with larger absolute value. Fig.2 shows that the absolute value just gets bigger at the beginning of the sparsity, then it decreases rapidly. At last, the ordinate is near to zero and tends to be stable. The larger coefficients are called the non-zero elements, and the remaining small coefficients are called the zero elements. According to CS theory, the number of the non-zero element is signal sparsity. To distinguish between non-zero and zero elements correctly, we calculate the derivative of the fitting function in Fig.2 . That the derivative is zero indicates that the fitting curve tends to be stable and the ordinate approximates zero [22] . It can be concluded that the point where the derivative approaches zero is the sparsity of the FBG signal.
The fitting function is denoted as N (K ). Since the sampling signal is discrete, according to the above analysis, the sparsity can be defined as
Therefore, we can calculate the FBG signal sparsity K = 90 at g = 0. The number of FBG signal samples is N = 1001, and the sparsity of the noise signal is far greater than that of FBG signal, which means we can recover the original FBG signal from the FBG signal containing noise. So, it is necessary to design a reconstruction algorithm to remove the noise.
C. PRINCIPLE OF OMP ALGORITHM
OMP algorithm is the representative of greedy iterative algorithm, which utilizes the maximum correlation as the standard for selecting atom and employs the principle of successive approximation to reconstruct the original signal [18] . The diagram of OMP algorithm is shown in Fig.3 . After initializing the residual and support set, the correlation coefficients between residuals and atoms in the dictionary matrix can be calculated and support set will be updated by searching the largest correlation coefficient corresponding to the atom. Then, the least square method (LSM) is used to approximate the original signal. The last estimated signal is considered as the reconstructed signal and the algorithm stops when meeting the termination condition t = K .
OMP selects only one atom and must perform LSM operation in each iteration, which will lead to high time complexity. OMP employs t = K as the termination condition, and it does not consider the accuracy of reconstructed signal, which results in the poor reconstruction precision.
In order to solve the weakness of OMP algorithm, we propose an improved threshold and backtrace orthogonal matching pursuit (ITBOMP) algorithm to process FBG signal. 
D. ITBOMP ALGORITHM
ITBOMP sets a reasonable threshold so that several atoms can be selected in each iteration, which can reduce the run time of the algorithm. ITBOMP introduces backtrace to recognize the atom selected by mistake. These atoms are called wrong atom. Based on the method for calculating sparsity, the wrong atom is defined as a class of atoms that do not carry or carry very a little information of original signal in the process of reconstruction. The precision can be improved by deleting these wrong atoms. The pseudocode of ITBOMP algorithm is shown in Table 1 .
Step 1: Input observation vector y, measurement matrix and sparsity K . Then, initialize the residual r 0 = y, atom support set A 0 = ∅ (null set), index support set = ∅ and the number of iteration t = 1.
Step 2: Calculate and normalize the correlation coefficient G between the residual and all the atoms in the dictionary. Then, sort G from big to small and update support set t and A t by searching the atom index support set that meets g i > α.
Step 3: Utilize LSM to reconstruct signalx and delete the wrong atom through elimination strategy in each iteration. Count the total number of atoms selected for this iteration as (s t − 1).
Step 4: Stop the iteration and output the reconstructed signalx when meeting double termination condition, or update each parameter in the algorithm and continue iteration.
According to [22] , the correlation coefficients obtained in each iteration tend to decrease exponentially. Based on RIP limitation, the constant C in the termination condition is set to:
where δ is δ = 0.5, because of δ ∈ (0, 1). VOLUME 6, 2018 In the process of iteration step 6, the wrong atoms could be used to update support set by threshold selecting multi-atom, which will reduce the SNR of the reconstructed signal. So, we must delete the wrong atoms. The thought of elimination strategy is: the is re-estimated in each iteration, and the least informative element of corresponding to the atom is deleted from the support set since this atom has no effect on reconstructing signal. Therefore, the elimination strategy is introduced to delete the wrong atoms so that the SNR of reconstructed signal can be improved.
The ITBOMP uses double termination conditions. The first termination condition t j=1 (s j − 1) > K is mainly used to count the number of atoms selected so that a part of very small value in signal can be recovered accurately, which can improve the SNR. The OMP neglects the very tiny values near zero. So, the proposed algorithm improves through adding the atoms, which makes the number of atoms selected greater than the sparsity. The second termination condition ||r t || 2 < (1 − C)||r t−1 || 2 takes advantage of the decreasing relationship between residuals obtained by the current and previous iteration to further enhance the SNR. The reconstructed signal can approximate the original signal and the residual can be obtained in each iteration. When the residual become steady, in other word, the residual is no longer reduced, the SNR will not be significantly improved in next iteration. Therefore, the algorithm can be terminated in this iteration. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
An experimental platform based on equal-strength cantilever produced by 3D printing technology is established to verify the availability of our method.
A. FBG SENSING EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
The 3D printing technology which is different from the traditional processing technology belongs to ''additive manufacturing'', and it produces final products by layer-by-layer stacking raw materials. 3D printing technology is not affected by the complexity of the physical prototype and can produce parts that have complex outer contour shapes [23] . This paper produces an equal-strength cantilever by 3D printing technology and the raw material is hot melt plastic material. Fig.4(a) is the photo of the equal-strength cantilever with the beam thickness of 5 mm and the other dimensions shown in Fig.4  (b) , where the beam has a length of 7 cm and the large-end of the beam has a width of 3 cm. In order to make FBG sensor sensitive to strain, we use acrylate adhesive to attach the FBG sensor to the equalstrength cantilever at axial direction of the beam. The experimental platform of FBG sensing system is shown in Fig.5, FIGURE 6 . FBG reflection spectrum at gravity 0∼9N.
and it consists of ASE light source (NKT Photonics, wavelength coverage ranges from 500 ∼ 2 400 nm), circulator, support clamp, equal-strength cantilever with FBG sensor, OSA (Agilent 86142B, the wavelength scanning range is 600∼1700 nm.), electronic scales (YP6001N, the precision is 0.1g) and computer. The central wavelength of FBG is 1549.81 nm at 25 • C. The Optical fiber elastic coefficient P 11 , P 12 and Poisson's ratio is 0.120, 0.275 and 0.17, respectively [2] .
The equal-strength cantilever is fixed horizontally on the support clamp, and the weights that have been calibrated by electronic scales, is hung at the end of cantilever in order to make cantilever bend. Gravity begins with 0N, increasing 1N in each experiment until 9N. A total of 10 experiments are carried out and the FBG reflective spectra collected by OSA in each experiment are shown in Fig. 6 . We can find that the central wavelength of FBG shifts to long wavelength with the increase of gravity. In order to directly determine the relationship between FBG wavelength drift and gravity, the both are fitted as shown in Fig.7 . We can find that some sampling points are not on the fitting line, and the mean error is 0.0045. To a certain extent the linear relationship of gravity and FBG wavelength drift is consistent with the theory.
Due to the harsh environment and aging of the equipment, FBG sensing signal may contain a lot of noise in practical application. The experiment is carried out in the laboratory, where the temperature does not change very much and there is almost no ambient noise to affect the FBG sensor. Because white Gaussian noise can best simulate natural noise when the source of the noise is very complex, we can add white Gaussian noise into the original signal.
The FBG reflective spectrum in gravity of 1N is randomly selected to carry out the de-noising experiment and its central wavelength is 1549.8812 nm at 25 • C. The different white Gaussian noise is added into it as shown in Fig.8 . The SNR of the noisy FBG sensing signal are 10dB, 15dB, 20dB and 25dB in Fig.8(a)-(d) , respectively. In order to make the performance of the proposed algorithm better, it is necessary to determine the threshold for selecting atoms.
B. THRESHOLD DETERMINATION
The performance of proposed algorithm is closely related to the threshold α, so it is crucial to determine the optimal 
where x andx denote the original signal and reconstructed signal, respectively. The greater SNR and the shorter the run time are, the better reconstruction effect is. In theory, the threshold α is between 0 and 1. All the atoms in dictionary can be selected in just one iteration at α = 0, but the quality of atoms cannot be distinguished, which leads to inaccurately reconstructing and even have no de-noising effect. The proposed algorithm is similar to the OMP at α = 1, which leads to very high time complexity because only one atom can be selected in each iteration.
A number of experiments show that de-noising effect is poor at α < 0.3, so the threshold α is set to [0.3, 1] in steps of 0.1. Since Monte Carlo method expresses that the more the number of the test is, the better the solution is. 500 experiments are carried out for each α, and the observed matrix and white Gaussian noise are randomly generated in each experiment.
Thus, the reconstructed SNR and run time corresponding to each threshold can be gotten. Fig.9(a) shows the fitting curve between the threshold and the SNR. It can be seen that the VOLUME 6, 2018 SNR increases obviously at α ≤ 0.4, and SNR increases very slowly at α > 0.4. The run time becomes longer gradually with the increase of threshold as shown in Fig.9(b) . There is a saltation at α = 0.9, which results in an increase in the run time by about 5 times. Therefore, considering the SNR and the run time of our algorithm, the threshold is set to α = 0.9.
C. ALGORITHM COMPARISON
The number of FBG signal samples is N = 1001 and the sparsity of FBG is K = 90. The compression ratio of CS theory is set to M /N = 0.3∼0.8. We take the signal in Fig.8(b) as an example to compare the performance of different algorithms. The SNR of the noisy FBG signal is 10 dB. To evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm more fairly, the relative error is considered as another evaluation index and it is defined as
The greater SNR of reconstructed signal, the smaller relative error and the shorter run time are, the better the performance of the algorithm is.
1) COMPARISON OF THE SAME-TYPE ALGORITHM
MP, OMP, gtOMP and TTOMP are compared with the proposed algorithm. In gtOMP algorithm, the optimal number of selecting atoms is set to s = 4 in each iteration. In TTOMP algorithm, the number of the least relevant atoms is set to p = 3. Fig.10 shows the calculated results with five algorithms. The SNR of the proposed ITBOMP (in red) is up to 49.2 dB in Fig.10(a) . It is obviously superior to MP, OMP and gtOMP. Compared with these three algorithms, the SNR increases by 5.4dB, 3.4dB and 2dB respectively. Our algorithm can achieve the same effect compared with TTOMP. Fig.10(b) is the relative error comparison diagram of the five algorithms. The relative error of proposed algorithm is between 0.0034∼0.0074, which is obviously lower than the MP, OMP and gtOMP. Fig.10(c) shows the comparison of the run time of five algorithms. The proposed algorithm has the lowest run time which is far less than MP, OMP, TTOMP. Compeered with MP and TTOMP, the run time of the proposed ITBOMP algorithm is reduced by 10 times and 5time, respectively. Therefore, the performance of our algorithm is obviously improved. The reconstructed SNR is up to 49.2 dB when adding 10 dB white Gaussian noise into FBG signal, and the run time of our algorithm is lower than the compared algorithm.
2) COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT-TYPE ALGORITHMS
Wavelet threshold de-noising based on hard threshold, soft threshold and compromise threshold, EMD and EMD+ soft threshold are compared with the proposed algorithm. The wavelet base is set to ''coif5'' and the decomposition layer is set to 5 in wavelet threshold de-noising. The compression ratio is set to M/N = 0.4 in the proposed algorithm. The denoised signal is shown in Fig.11 In Fig.11(a) , ghost peaks appear near the major peak, which makes side lobe suppression ratio increase. In Fig.11(b) , due to the existence of a break-point in the hard threshold function, the pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon will appear in reconstructed waveform. The pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon means that the discrete sampling points fluctuate in time domain, which will result in poor SNR. In Fig.11(c) , the de-noising effect is not very good and there are many burrs on the peak. Fig.11(d) and (e) are the EMD and EMD+ soft threshold. Their effect is better than the wavelet threshold de-noising. Compared with Fig.11(f) , the proposed algorithm can better preserve details of original signal and reconstruct complete signal.
3) THE DIFFERENT NOISE INTENSITIES
In order to show the superiority of the proposed method in different noise, the different white Gaussian noise into the original FBG spectrum. In such case, the SNRs of the noisy FBG signals are 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB and 25 dB respectively. The compared algorithms are the nine algorithms mentioned above: MP, OMP, gtOMP, TTOMP, wavelet threshold denoising based on hard threshold, soft threshold and compromise threshold, EMD and EMD+ soft threshold algorithms. For the first four algorithms, the compression ratio is set to M/N = 0.4, and other parameters are the same as above. For the latter five algorithms, parameters are the same as above.
The Table 2 shows de-noising results of ten algorithm, the proposed ITBOMP algorithm has a good de-noising effect on different noises and the SNR is between 30.9931∼49.2080. Compared with three wavelet threshold de-noising and EMD, the SNR of the proposed algorithm is improved by 31.09%∼45.24%, and compared with the same-type algorithm, the performance of proposed algorithm has some improvement. Since FBG measurements depend on the peak detection, we calculated the peak detection errors to test the effectiveness of the proposed method. The central wavelength of the FBG reflective spectrum in gravity of 1N is 1549.8812 nm at 25 • C. Firstly, we processed the different noisy FBG signal through our method. Then we utilized the peak detection algorithm in [1] to demodulate the de-noising FBG signal. The peak detection errors of ten algorithms are shown in Table 3 and all parameters in algorithms are the same as above. It can be concluded that the errors decrease gradually with increasing the SNR compared with Table 2 . So, the improvement in SNR can improve the measurement precision of FBG sensors.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an exact technique of calculating the sparsity and an improved threshold and backtrace orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm based on the CS theory are proposed to remove noise of the FBG sensing signal. In the ITBOMP algorithm, we set the threshold to select multi-atom so that the run time can be reduced. The elimination strategy will delete the wrong atoms and the double termination conditions can improve the SNR of reconstructed signal.
We have established the experimental platform based on equal-strength beam to verify the availability of our method. The experiment result shows that the SNR is up to 49.2 dB and the run time is far lower than the algorithm compared. This method based on FBG measurement will have considerable value in the field of the impact location, the damage location, perimeter security and so on. 
